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INTRODUCT ION i

The present method of determining the profits made or losses sus-

tained over a period of time by a buyer or seller of privileges in grain

futures on the Chicago Board of Trade is to calculate "che profit or loss

made on each bid or offer made good, and in the case of a buyer, deduct

the amount paid over the period for privileges, or in the case of a seller

add the sum received. The Federal tax paid on offers and on futures

arising out of bids made good and commissions paid to another member on

trades executed for him must also be allowed for. This is a laborious

procedure and because of the amount of work involved traders seldom take

the time to separate from their profits or losses resulting from trading

in grain futures and privileges the part contributed by the latter.

In order to aid traders, both members and nonmembers of grain

exchanges, a better and simpler method employing the use of tables, charts

and formulae has been devised which permits an easy and rapid method of

arriving at the profits made or losses sustained in trading in daily

privileges in wheat, corn, oats and rye futures. Because members who do

their own trading on the exchange have no commissions to pay whereas

nonmembers have this expense, two sets of tables and formulae have been

compiled, one for the former and another for the latter.

1 Credit is given to Dr. Blair Srewart for the valuable assistance given

the author in preparing this bulletin.
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Figures Are Only for Da_il^,^Privileges

Most of the trading in privileges consists of buying and selling

bids and offers good for one day only. Because of this fact the bulle-

tin has been limited to the determination of profits made or losses sus-

tained in trading in "dailies." Similar tables, charts and formulae,

hov/ever, can be devised by anyone interested in doing so to use in connec-

tion v/ith privileges running over a longer period of time.

The tables and charts are based on trading in privileges to the

extent of a million bushels. In determining the profits and losses

allowance has been made for the fees paid by the buyer to the seller for

the privilege and in the case of nonmember the commsiions paid the broker-

age house. As many members of the exchange do their own trading no com-

missions or clearing charges were taken into consideration in arriving

at the profits or losses of members as shown in the tables and charts.

The profits or losses on any amounts greater or less than a million bush-

els are proportional, i.e., if 1,500,000 bushels were traded in, add 50

per cent of the figures shown as profits or losses, or if privileges

representing 500,000 bushels were traded in, deduct 50 per cent,

HOW TO USE.

T

HE_PR0FIT AND LOSS TABLES

Member Buyers or Sellers of Bids

In order to demonstrate how to use the tables to advantage let

us assume that a certain trader "A", who is a member of the Chicago

Board of Trade a.nd did all of his own trading, sold on the Chicago ex-
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change, during a six-month period, bids in wheat futures representing

one million bushels. Of this amount 50,000 bushels were made good at

a spread of i cent, 50,000 at
I-

cent and 50,000 at f cent. During this

period he had no open commitments to protect, and offsetting sales of

wheat futures were mads in the pit at the close to take care of the fu-

tures he purchased from the party who held the other end of the privilege

and who exercised such amount as is represented by bids made good. After

paying clearing charges amounting to 10 cents per five thousand bushels

on the privileges traded in and $1.25 per five thousand bushels on the

transactions in futures, what would b© the financial result, i.e., how

much did the trader have left as profits or sustain as losses?

Solution, of problem

The average weighted spread between the price at which the bid

was sold and the price of the corresponding futures which was bought

at the close the next day when the privilege was exercised by the buyer

is determined in the following manner:

Quant ity Spread__per_bushel '
•

•

50,000 X $.00125 (ori0perbu.) = $ 62.50
50,000 X .00250 (or i?5 per bu.) = 125.00

-50^000 X .00375 (or -|0 per bu.) = 187.50
Total. ... 150,000 375.00

$375.00 - 150,000 ~ $.0025, or weighted average spread per bushel.

The 150,000 bushels are 15 per cent of the one million bushels repre-

senting the bids sold. Now, turn to table 1, page 28 and in the first

column headsd "per cent made good" look for figure 15. Place a ruler

or straight edge horizontally at that point; then look to the right and
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under the column headed "^" find the figure 625. The $625.00 represents

the profit made before deducting clearing charges.

On the bids sold representing a million bushels the clearing

charge would be 1,000 x $.02 (charge per thousand) or $20.00. On the

150,000 bushels representing offsetting sales of futures the clearing

charge would be 150 x ^.25 (charge per thousand) or $37.50. Trader A's

profit on the bids sold would therefore be:

$625.00 - 120.00 - $37.50 or $567.50.

Had these trades been in corn, oats, or rye bids, instead of wheat,

the result would have been the same.

Table 1 can be used to calculate the profit or loss for a member

buyer but the signs would have to be reversed, i.e., a minus sign would

have to be placed in front of the figures where none is shown and removed

Y^here it appears, as the seller's profit is the buyer's loss and the

seller's loss the buyer's profit. In the case of the buyer, however, the

profit Y/ould be decreased by the amout paid the Federal Government as

taxes on futures and the loss would, on the other hand, be increase by

the tax. In case the member had some privilege orders or orders for

futures used to make privileges good executed for him, he would have to

pay one-half commission to the broker performing that service. The sum

paid the broker would also have to be decucted from the profit or added

to the loss.
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The profit or loss of the member buyer or seller of bids is as

follows:

Gross profit i..

Less commissions paid on trades made by-

others for the member's account
Less clearing charges paid by him on

privilege trsdes and future tredes
connected with privileges exercised.. ..

Less Federal tax (paid by buyer) on the
sale of futures arising out of bids
exercised by him

Net profit...

Member Buyers or Se llers of Offers

Assuming that Trader A instead of selling bids in %'heat sold

offers epresenting a million bushels and that the same amount was made

gocd as in the case of bids, ¥.hat would bis profit be?

Turn to Table 2 and as in the case of bids find the gross profit

\\hen 15 per cent has been made gocd at ^ cent spread per bushel which

happens to be fp775.00. To arrive at the net profit deduct, as was done

for bids, any commissions paid to another meiiber, clearing charges on

his own trades and in addition the Federal tax paid by hin on the Offers

sold.

If Trader A had baen a buyer of offers instead of a seller the

procedure wculd have been the same with the exceptions that the figures

in table 2 showing a profit for the seller would be a loss for the buyer,

and there would be no tax to take into consideration as the seller paid it

when he sold the offer. Because of the tax the buyer of the privilege

to call has to pay the seller 75 cents, per 5,00 bushels, more for the

offers than for the bids.

1 In the case of a loss the charges should be added to the loss.
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The figures in table 2 are for offers in wheat. To determine

the profit or loss mad© by the seller of offers in corn or rye deduct

S50.00 from the profit or add this amount to the loss. For oats use

^110.00 instead of $50.00. For the buyer of offers these aaounts should

be added to the profit or deducted from the loss

:

Member Buyers or Sellers of Bo th Bids and Offers

To determine the combined profit or loss realized by a trader

who buys and sells bids and offers in one or more grains is a simple mat-

ter. First, find the net profit or loss on his bids for each grain and

then on the offers. Adding the separate items will give the combined

net profit or loss.

Ngnmember Buyers _or._Sellers .of ..Both
.
Bids and..Offer?

The method of procedure in determining the profits or losses

on bids and offers traded in by nonmembers is the game as that of mem-

bers with the exception that no deduction from the profit or addition

to the loss need be made because of commissions paid the brokerage

house. That was taken care of in calculating the figures found in tables

3 to 6. Allov/ance, however, should be made for Federal taxes paid on

offers sold and on future trades arising out of bids exercised. It should

also oe noted that there are four tables for nonmembers. One is for

buyers of bids, a second for sellers, a third for buyers of offers, and

a fourth for sellers.

How to Determine the Spread in Price per Bushel

Tables 1 to 6 inclusive are based on the assumption that the



trader took profits on his privileges at the close of the trading ses-

sion. This was done by making an offsetting trade which resulted in

his maintaining an "even" position in the market with respect to the

privilege exercised by a buyer. To illustrate, trader B who sold daily

bids for 5,000 bushels in May wheat at $1.01 on one day found that bids

were good at the close of the session the following day, the closing

price being $1 . 00-g—$1 . OOf . Anticipating that the buyer v/ould exercise

his privilege and put 5,000 bushels to him at the bid price, or at $1.01,

and not wishing to be long over-night he made a sale of the May wheat

future to the extent of 5,000 bushels at $1.00f. This sale offset the

5,000 bushels that he was required to take from the trader who bought

the bid.

For the seller of the biu the spread between the price of the bid

and the sale of the future would be $1.01 minus ^l,00f, or f cent per

bushel. In case the seller of the bid decided to go long the 5,000

bushels of May wheat and not make an offsetting sale the spread would be

$1.01 less the average of the closing range v/hich would be $1.00|-. The

result would be the same or f cent per bushel. Had the trader made the

sale of the future during the session and prior to the "close" the price

at which he made the trade would be used in determining the spread in-

stead of $1.00f.

The buyer of the bid who was long May wheat from the previous

day v/ould, on the other hand, determine his spread by deducting the

average of the close the day the bid was exercised, or $1.00|, from



the price of the bid, or $1.01. If he were not long the 5,000 May

wheat at the opening of the market but made an advantageous purchase

during the trading session which he put to the seller of the bid at

the close, the spread v/ould be the difference between the price paid

for the future and that of the bid. If the price paid for the former

wai; fl.OO th© spread ?/ould be one cent per bushel.

Traders who frequently center much of their trading around the

price of the privileges may wonder how they can u^e the tables in read-

ily arriving at their profit or loss on the privileges bought or sold.

The fact that they use the price of the privilege as a guide in the

buying and selling of futures during the session should not confuse

them as only those trades used to "offset privileges should be used in

determining the profit or loss realized on the privileges. That the

remaining trades are associated with the price of privileges does not

obviate the fact that they are future trades which do not directly deter-

mine the financial results of the privilege transactions.

In arriving at the spreads when offers are traded in, the pro-

cedure is the same, i.e., using the price of the offer and the average

of the "close" when no offsetting trades are made and the price of the

latter when not changing one's position or when maintaining an even posi-

tion in the market.

Interpolation

In determining the weighted-average spread, instances v/ill oc-

cur where the decimal cannot be converted into even eighths, i.e..
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$.00235 per bushel is a little more than i cent and under f cent. In

the first illustrative example used in this bulletin it will be re-

called that 15 per cent of the bids were good for -^ cent and that the

table showed a gross profit of 1625.00. The same precentage made good

at $.00285 should show a profit between $625.00 and $437.50. the lat-

ter figure being for a spread of f cent. To find the amount, take the

difference between $625.00 and $537.50 ?/hich is $187.50. Multiply

$187.50 by .00035 (the difference b9tw3en .00285 and 00251 which equals
.00125 {-Q, or the difference between ^ and f)

$52.50. Substract the $52.50 from $625.00 which leaves $572.50 or the

gross profit when the spread in $.00285.

HOW TO USE THE PROFIT AND LOSS CHARTS

Tables 1 to 6 inglusive show the profits made and losses sus-

tained (exclusive of government taxes and, in the case of members, any

commissions or clearing charges paid by them) when the bids or offers

made good do not exceed 20 per cent of the total amount of transactions

in either of these privileges. The figures for any percentage over

20 can easily be determined by making the necessary addition or sub-

traction, using the last line of figures shown in each table. When the

weighted-average spread is in eighths the profit or loss can be readily

obtained from the respective charts v/ithout making the calculations. The

respective charts show in graphic form not only the figures found in the

tables but all profits or losses for every per cent made good up to 100

per cent.
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Member and Monmember Buyers or Sellers of Bids and Offers

The same illustration used in explaining the tables will serve

the purpose of demonstrating the use of the charts v/hich are based on

the figures in the tables referred to. It will be recalled that Trader

A sold one million bids in wheat futures of which 50,000 bushels were

made good at ^ cent per bushel, 50,000 at ^ cent and another 50,000 at

f cent. The average weighted spread was -j cent per bushel. The aggre-

gate amount made good was 15 per cent of the total sold, and at an aver-

age spread of t cent the gross profit, according to table 1, was found

to be $625.00. This same amount can be obtained from chart 2.

The scale on the left side of chart 2 shows the profit or loss

in hundreds of dollars. On the right and continued at the bottom will

be found the spread in multiples of eighths of a cent. The scale at

the top shows the per cent made good of bids sold. The lines running

from the upper left hand corner of chart 2 to the right show the profit

made or loss sustained per million bushels bids sold, when various

percentages are made good at particular spreads between the price of

the bid and the future. The solid black line is to be used when find-

ing the profit or loss for a nonmember and the dash line for a member.

The average weighted price in the example given was -j cent. The

trader was assumed to be a member of the Chicago Board of Trade. The

percentage of bids made good was 15. To find the profit or loss made

by Trader A find the dash lir'^ marked "^ cent." Then follow this line
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to the left until it strikes the vertical line representing 15 per cent.

Place a ruler in a horizontal position at the point where the diagonal

^ cent and the vertical 15 per cent lines cross each other. Then read

the profit or loss on the scale at the left side of the chart which in

this instance will be found to be $625.00, or the same figure found in

table 1.

Chart 1 and charts 3 to 6 are to be used in like manner. It

will be noticed, however, that in the case of buyers of bids or offers

the lines move upward from the lower left hand corner, whereas for sell-

ers they move downward from the upper left hand corner.

In addition to showing the gross profits made or losses sus-

tained by members or nonmembers when various percentages are made good

at different spreads, the charts indicate what percentage, in the case

of a buyer, has to be made good at various spreads in order to make a

profit, not taking into consideration charges that need to be deducted

as clearing costs. Federal taxes and commissions paid by members to

other members. These must be allowed for as indicated in the section

dealing with the use of the tables. In the case of a seller the charts

show the maximum percentage that he can afford to have made good without

taking a loss,

VAPIOUS FORMULAE FOR CALCULATING PROFITS OR ..LOSSES

Advantages Over the Use of Tables and Charts

In the previous sections it was demonstrated how tables and

charts could be used in readily obtaining the profits made or losses
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sustained in trading in daily privileges. These tables and charts are

based on certain formulae which are now given so that anyone who wishes

can learn how the figures in Table 1 to 6 were derived and the lines

in the various charts determined.

There are certain advantages in using the formulae as compared

with the use of the tables and charts. They are as follows: (1) The

net profit can be arrived at to the cent without doing any interpola-

tion in instances where the weighted-average spread is a decimal which

is not convertible in even eighths, i.e., §, ^, f etc.; (2) ithe formulae

will be found especially advantageous where the amount of privleges made

good is over 20 per cent of the total bought or sold (the tables only

run to 20 per cent which, however,, takes care of the majority of cases

covering a period of time); and (3) the formula-e allow for any clear-

ing charges, commissions or Federal taxes paia (the tables and charts

do not take these into consideration with the exception of commissions

paid by nonmembers of the exchange).

Fo rmulae with Illustrative Examples

Member seller of bidg

The formula for determining the profit made or loss sustained by

a member seller of daily bids in wheat, corn, oats and rye futures on

the Chicago Board of Trade is as follows:

Profit or loss - l$1.00 times the quantity of bids sold in thousands

of bushels (i.e., 5,000 bushels is represented by 5) minus 1,000 times

the average spread at which the bids were made good, time the quantity

made good in thousands of bushels, minus the clearing charges and com-

missions paid.
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Using symbols this formula may be written:

Formula 1: Profit or loss - $1.00 Qi - 1000 PQz ~ (C +Ci)

The member seller of bids receives $1.00 per thousand bushels for

the bids he sells. The figure $1.00 is the first term in the formula.

Qi represents the total amount of bids, in thousands of bushels,

sold by the member during the period for which the profit or loss is to

be calculated. This is the second term in the formula.

Qa - Whenever privileges are exercised by a buyer they are said

to be made good. The amount,, in thousands of bushels, made good by the

seller is represented by the symbol Qa. • • •

1,000 P - Privileges when exercised are said to be good for -^ or

\ cent per bushel, or whatever amount it happens to be. In the case

of the seller of bids the i cent is a los of $.00125 per bushel. To

put the spread on the basis of 1,000 bushels it is multiplied by that

number, hence we have 1,000 P. The factor r is determined in the fol-

lowing manner:

P is the weighted-average spread between the price of the bid

and the price of the corresponding future the day the bid is made good,

i.e., the next day. In case th© seller of the bid makes a sale of a fu-

ture in the pit to offset the future which will be put to him by the buyer,

should bids be good, the spread to be used in the formula will be the

difference between the price of the bid and that of the future vvhich he

sells. In instances where the seller of the bid does not make a sale of

a future to offset the future contract received when the bid is exer-

cised by the buyer of the privilege, th© spread represents the difference
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between the price of the bid and the average of the closing price of

the corresponding future on the day the bid is made good.

C - The amount of money paid to a clearing membsr by a nonclear-

ing member for clearing his privileges and transactions in futures a-

rising out of bids made good by the buyer exercising his privilege.

Ci - The total amount of commissions paid by one member to an-

other member on any privilege order executed or on any future trade a-

rising out of a privilege made good for his account.

Member Buyer of gids

The formula for arriving at the profit or loss realized by a

member buyer of wheat, corn, oats or rye privileges on the Chicago ex-

change is:

Formula. 2; Profit or loss = -$1.00 Qi + 1000 PQg - {C + Ci + T)

Formula 2 is the same as formula 1 with two exceptions: first, the

signs of the first two terms are reversed and, second, it also contains

factor T which represents the total paid as Federal Government tax on

the futures arising out of bids made good during the period for v^hich

the profit or loss is to be determined.

Member .Seller of Offers

The profit or loss made by a member selling offers in wheat fu-

tures is:

£2IlMia_5i Profit or loss - ^1.15 Qi - 1000 PQx - {C + Ci 4- T)

If formula 3 is compared with formula 1 it will be noticed that

the difference is that $].15 the first figure in the formula, is useu
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in place of $1.00 and in addition the factor T, representing the govern-

ment tax on offers, is included. The SI. 15 represents the price per

1,000 bushels paid for the privilege to offer should the price of the

future reach the offer the next day, whereas for bids it was only $1.00.

The difference of 15 centS' is the amount the buyer pays the seller in

ordar to reimburse him for the Federal tax he pays on the offer sold.

For offers in corn, oats and rye the individual formulae are:

Formula 4: Corn and rye: Profit or loss = $1.10 Qi •- 1000 pQz -

(C + Ci + T)

Fo rmula 5: Oats: Profit or loss == $1.04 Qj - 1000 PQg -(C -f Ci + T)

Member .Buye_r of. Offers

For a member buying offers in wheat futures the formula to be used

is:

Formula_6:. Profit or loss - -$1.15 Qi + 1000 PQa - (C ^ Ci + T)

For offers in corn, oats and ry© the formulae are:

Zor^ulaJl:^ Corn and rye: Profit or loss - ._$1.10 Qi t 1000 PQj ~

{C + Ci + T)

Formula 8: Oats: Profit or loss = _$1.04 Qi + 1000 PQa - (C + Ci + T)

Nonmembers

As a nonmember of an exchange has to pay full commissions, any

calculations made to determine his profits or losses must take them into

consideration. Because of this the formulae for obtaining the profit

or loss made by a nonmember are somewhat different than for members.

The factors Qi, Q2, P and T represent the same values as in the formulae

fo; members of the Chicago Board of Trade
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Nonmember Seller of Bids

For a nonmember seller of bids in wheat, corn, oats or rye fu-

tures on the Chicago Board of Trade the formula is as follows:

Formula 9: Profit or loss ^ $.90 Qi - Qa (1000 P + 2.5)

The last figure in the formula reading 2.5 represents the coaiiEis-

sion of ^2.50 per i,OQQ bushels paid on the future transactions arising

out of the privilege exercised by the buyer.

Nonmember Buyer of Bids

For bids in wheat, ooni, oats and rye futures use:

Formula 1 0_^ Profit or loss = -11.10 Qi + ^2 (1000 P - 2.5) -- T

Monmember Seller of Offers

To calculate the profit* or loss made by a nonmember seller of

offers in wheat futures use the formula:

Formula _ 11; Profit or loss •^- $1.05 Qi - Qg (1000 P + 2.5) - T

For offers in corn and rye futures use;

Formula. 12: Profit or loss =-. $1.00 Qi - Qa (1000 P + 2.5) - T

In the case of oats the formula is:

Formula_15: Profit or loss = |.94 Qi ™ Q^ (1000 P -i- 2.5) - T

Nonmember Buyer of Offers

The formulae for determining the profit or loss realised by a non-

member buyer of offers are:

Formula 14: Wheat: Profit or loss - -11.25 Qi -r Qa (1000 P - 2.5)

Formula 15: Corn and rye: Profit or loss == -$1.20 Qi -^- Q2 (1000 P -

2.5)

Formula 16: Oats: Profit or loss ^ ~$i . 14 Qi -f Q2 (1000 P - 2.5)



Examples

The following examples show the use of the various formulae.

Member_seller of bidg

Trader A, a member of the Chicago Board of Trade, sold over a

period of six months bids in various v/heat futures representing a mil-

lion bushels. Of this amount bids representing 30,000 bushels were made

good at a spread of %- cent, 40,000 at ^- cent and 30,000 at f cent.

At the end of the six months he wished to determine what profit or loss

he made irrespective of any protection he may have had in the form of

insurance on contracts held open. During that time he did all of his

own trading thereby avoiding the payment of commission charges.

In this case we have; Qi = 1,000; Qa - 100; P is secured as fol-

lows:

30,000 bu, at I cent or 1.00125 per bushel ~ $ 37.50

40,000 bu. at i cent or $.0025 per bushel = 100.00

30,000 bu. at i cent or $.005 per bushel = 150.00

100,000 bu.
.,

287.50

$287.50 -^ 100,000 = $.002875, or the weighted-average spread per bushel.

Substituting the above figures for Qi, Qg and P in the follow-

ing foriHula we have;

Formula 1: Profit or loss = $1.00 Qi - 1000 PQa - (C + Ci)

Profit or loss = $1.00 x 1000 - 1000 x .002875 x 100 -

(c + CO

Profit or loss = $1000 - 287.50 - (C + Ci}

Profit s $712.50, clearing charges to be deducted.
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By deducting the charges paid a commission house for clearing his

privilege trades the net profit or loss can be obtained. Ci is aaro as

no cofflfflissions were paid.

Member buyer of bids

Assuming that the transactions of Trader A were purchases of bids

in wheat futures:

Formula 2: Profit or loss = -$1.00 Qr + 1000 PQa - (C + Ci + T)

Profit or loss = -$1.00 x 1000 + 1000 x .002875 x 100 -

(C + Ct + T)

Profit or loss = -$1000 -f 287.50 - (0 + Ci -i- T)

Profit or loss = -^712.50 - (C + Ci -f T), i.e., loss is

to be increased by clearing charges and taxes paid the

Federal Government on the future trades arising out of
i-

• • bids made good. C i = as no commissions were paid.

If all the trades were in corn, oats and rye the results

would be the same as for wheat.

Member seller of offers

Assuming that the transactions of Trader A were sales of offers

in wheat futures:

Formula 3 : Profit or loss - $1.15 Qi - 1000 PQa - (C + Ci + T)

Profit or loss = ^1.15 x 1000 - 1000 x .002875 x 100 -

(C + Ci + T)

': Profit or loss = $1150 - 287.50 - (C + Ci + T)

Profit or loss = $862.50 - (C -h Ci + T), i.e., less clearing
charges, commissions and taxes paid the Federal Government
on the offers sold.

If all the trades were in either corn or rye;

Formula .4: Profit or loss = $1.10 Qi ~ 1000 PQa - (C + Ci + T)

Profit or loss = $1.10 x 1000 - 1000 x .002875 x 100 -

(C + Ci + T)
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Profit or loss = SHOO - 287.50 - (C + d +T)

Profit or loss = 1,812.50 - (C + Ci + T), i.e., less clear-
ing charges, ccmramissions and taxes paid the Federal
Government on the offers sold.

For oats the result would be:

Eorffiula_5i Profit or loss == $1.04 Qi - 1000 PQz - (C + Ci + T)

Profit or loss == $1.04 x 1000 -- 1000 x .002875 x 100 -

(C + Ci + T)

Profit or loss = $1040 - 287.50 - (C + Ci +T)

Profit or loss = $752.50 ~ (C + Ci + T). i.e., less clear-
ing charges, coirmissions and taxes paid the Federal
Government on the offers sold.

Member buyer of offers

Assuming that the transactions of Trader A v/ere purchases of offers

in wheat futures

:

Formula_6i Profit or loss = -$1.15 Qi + 1000 PQz - {C +Ci)

Profit or loss = -$1.15 x 1000 + 10000 x .002875 x 100 -

(C + Ci)

Profit or loss ^ -$1150 + 287.50 - (C + Cj)

Profit or loss = -$862.50 - (C + Ci), i.e., the loss would
be increased by the clearing charges and commissions

paid.

For corn and rye the results would be:

EoiMia,?! Profit or loss = -$1.10 Qi + 1000 PQ2 - (C + Ci)

Profit or loss = -$1.10 x 1000 + 1000 x .002875 x 100 -

{C x Ci)

Profit or loss = -$1100 + 287.50 - (C +Ci)

Profit or loss = -$812.50 - (C + Ci), i.e., the loss would
be increased by the clearing charges and commissions paid.
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For oats the result would be:

Formula 8: Profit or loss = --$1.04 Qi + 1000 PQ2 - (C + Ci)

" ' Profit or loss = -^1,04 x 1000 + 1000 x .002875 x 100 -
^:y-" (c + Ci)

" '"
': Profit or loss = -$1040 + 287.50 - (C + Ui)

Profit or loss = -$752.50 - (C + Ci), i.e., the loss would
be increased by the clearing charges and commissions paid.

Nonmember seller of bids

Assuming that the transactions of Trader Z, a nonmember, were

sales of bids in wheat futures:

Formula 9: Profit or loss = $.90 Qi - Q2 (1000 P + 2.5)

Profit or loss = $.90 x 1000 - 100 (1000 x .002875 + 2.5)

7'--'T Profit or loss = $900 - 537.50

Profit or loss = $362.50

If all the trades were in wheat, corn, oats and rye the results would be

the same

.

Nonmember buyer of bids

Assuming that the transactions of Trader Z, a nonmember, were

purchases of bids in wheat futures:

Formula 10: Profit or loss = -$1.10 Qi + Q2 (1000 P - 2.5) - T

'"""
Profit or loss = -$1.10 x 1000 + 100 (1000 x .002875 -

V" '' '
'

"f 2.5) - T

Profit or loss = -$1100 + 100 x .375 - T

Profit or loss = -$1100 + 37.50 - T

Profit or loss = -$1062.50 - T, i.e., the loss would be in-

creased by the taxes paid the Federal Government on the

future trades arising out of bids made good. For corn,

oats and rye the results would be the same.
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Nonmembe r_selle r_o f_o ffe rs

;
• Assuming that the transactions of Trader Z, a nonmeraber, were
sales of offers in viheat futures:

EoiSula_llj. Profit or loss = ^1,05 Qi - Qa {1000 P + 2.5) - T

Profit or loss = $1.05 x 1000 - 100 ( 1000 x .002875 +

2.5) - T ...

Profit or loss = S1050 - 100 x 5.372 - T : ....:..

Profit or loss = $1050 - 537.50 - T

.•• Profit or loss - $512.50 - T i.e., less taxes paid the
Federal Government on offers sold.

For corn and rye the results would be:

Formula_12i Profit or loss = $1.00 Qi - Qa (1000 P + 2.5) - T

Profit or loss = $1.00 x 1000 -> 100 (1000 x .002875 + 2.5)
- T

Profit or loss = $1000 - 100 x 5.375 - T

,- - -. Profit or loss = $1000 - 537.50 - T

Profit or'loss = $4S2.50 ~ T, i.e., less taxes paid the

Federal Government.

For cats the result would be:

Eoraula_13i Profit or loss = $.94 Qi - Q2 (1000 P + 2.5) - T

Profit or loss = $.94 x 1000 - 100 (1000 x .002875 + 2.5)

Profit or loss = $940 - 100 x 5.375 - T

Profit or loss = $940 - 537.50 - T

Profit or loss = $402.50 - T, i.e., less taxes paid the

Federal Government.

Non member, buyer of _.offers

Assuming that the transactions of Trader Z, a nonmember, were

purchases of offers in wheat futures:
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Fcrgula 14: Profit or loss = -$1.25 Qi -v Qa (1000 P - 2,5)

Profit or less = -$1.25 x 1000 + 100 (1000 x. 002875 - 2.5)

Profit or loss = -$1250 + 100 x .375

Profit or loss = -$1250 + 37.50

Profit or less = -$1212.50

For corn and rye:

Formula_15i Profit or loss --= -$1.20 Qi -^ Qa (1000 P - 2.5)

Profit or loss = -$1.20 x 1000 + 100 (1000 x .002875 - 2.5)

Profit or loss = -$1200 + 100 x .375

Profit or loss = -$1200 + 37.50 -

Profit or loss = -$1162.50

For oats the result would be:

Fgrirula_16.:_ Profit or loss = -$1.14 Qi + Qz (1000 P - 2.5)

Profit or loss = -$1.14 x 1000 + 100 (1000 x .002875 - 2.5)

Profit or loss = -$1140 + 100 x .375

Profit or loss = -$1140 + 37.50

Profit or loss = -$1102.50
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Table 1. BIDS SOLD BY MEMBERS on the Chicago Board of Traded

Wheat, Corn, Oats and Rye

(For buyers of bids the profits and losses are the reverse

—

see footnote2)

(Basis one million bu:shels bids trade d inl

P(3r cent Spread in cents between price o f the bid traded in

made and made gocd and the price of tlie corresponding

gocd

None

futiLire the followin^^ day
_Npne__
""$1000

". 1/8 1/4 _ 3/8
$1000

1Z?_. .-5Z8„„ _„_.3/4

$1000 $1000 $1000 $1000 $1000
1 1000 987i 975 96?i 950 937i 925

2 1000 975 950 925 900 875 850

3 1000 962i 925 887i 850 812|- 775
4 1000 950 900 850 800 750 700
5 1000 9371- 875 8121- 750 6S7i 625

6 1000 925 850 775 700 625 550

7 1000 912i 825 737i 650 562i 475
Profit or 8 1000 900 800 700 600 500 400

loss to 9 1000 8S7i 775 6621- 550 437i 325
sellers 10 1000 875 750 625 500 375 250

(minus sign 11 1000 862| 725 587-1- 450 312t 175

indicates a 12 1000 850 700 550 400 250 100

loss) 13 1000 8371- 675 5121- 350 187i 25

14 1000 825 650 475 300 125 ~ 50

15 1000 812i 625 4371- 250 621- -125

16 1000 800 600 400 200 -200

17 1000 7871- 575 362i 150 - 621 -275
18 1000 775 550 325 100 -125 -350
19 1000 762i 525 2S7i 50 -187-1 -425
20 1000 750 500 250 -250 -500

Fo]r each
add:Ltional

per cent made
gocd deduct

'

from profit •.

or <^dd to

1oss 12|- 25 37| 50 62-i- 75

1 To obtain a net profit or loss on the bids traded in, all commissions, clearing

charges, and federal government tax paid on futures arising out of bids

made good, must be deducted from the profit and added to the loss,

2 The profits of the member buyer of bids are arrived at by dropping the minus

signp wherever they occur in the table. His losses are determined by placing a

minus sign in front of the figures shown without sign in the table. In brief,

the seller's losses are the buyer's profits and the seller's gains the buyer's

loss«s.
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Table 1. BIDS SOLD BY MEMBERS en the Chicago Board of Trade, cont'd.*

Wheat, Corn, Oats and Rye

(For bu3?ers of bids the profits and losses are the reverse-
see footnotes)

[Basis, one million bushels bids .traded in)

Per cent Spread in cents between price «of the bi.d tradeid in

made and made good and the p:rice of the correspondi;ng

good future the followins day

113 1

$1000
900

1 1/a :

$1000

8S7I-

L 1/4
5^1000

875

1 3/8
.$1000

8621

1 1/2 _1_5/S_
None

1

SIOOO

9121

$1000
850

"
^1000
S37|-

2

3

825

737t

800

700
775
6621

750
525

725

5S7-I-

700
550

675

5121
4 650 600 550 500 450 400 350

5 562|- 500 437-1- 375 312i 250 1B7I-

6 475 400 325 250 175 100 25

7 3S7i 300 212|- 125 371 -50 -137i
Profit or 8 300 200 100 -100 -200 -300

loss to 9

seller^ 10
212i
125

100 "12t
-125

-125
-250

-237i
-375

-350

-500
-462t
-625

(minus sign 11 37t -100 -237t -375 -512i -650 -787-1

indicates a 12

loss) 13

-50

-1371-

-200

-300

-350

-452i

-500
-525

-650

-787i

-800

-950

-950

-1112i
14 -225 -400 -575 -750 -925 -1100 -1275

15 ~312|- -500 -587i "875 -10521- -1250 -14371
16 -400 -600 -800 -1000 "1200 -1400 -1600

17

18

-4871
-575

-700
-800

-912t
-1025

-1125
-1250

-13371-

-1475
-1550
-1700

-17621
-1925

19

20

-662|-

-750
-900

-1000
-1137^
-1250

-1375
-1500

-1612-I-
-1750

-1850
-2000

-2087*
-2250

For each

additional
per cent made
good deduct
from profit
or add to

loss 871 100 112| 125 137i 150 1621-

1 To obtain it net profit or loss on the bicis traded in, all commissions, clearing

charges, and federal government tax paid on futures arising out of bids made good,

must be deductea from the profit and added to the loss.

2 The profits of the member buyer of bids are arrived at by dropping the minus

signs wherever they occur in the table. His losses are determined by placing a

minus sign in front of the figures shown without sign in the table. In brief,

the seller's losses are the buyer's profits and the seller's gains the buyer's

losses.
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Table 1. BIDS SOLD BY MEMBERS on the Chicago Board of Trade, cont'd. ^

Wheat, Corn, Oats and Rye

(For buyers of bids the profits and losses are the reverse

—

see footnote 2)

fBas IS one nil 11 ion h\jshels I)ids traded m)
Per cent Spread in cents between price of the b.id traded in

made and made good and the price of the corresponding
good future the following day

. 2„3Z8„ _1 3/4 1 7/8 2
1 ^„iZ8„ ! _J^Z4„ . E-.iZ?_

None $1000 $1000 $1000 $1000

'

$1000 $1000

'

fiooo
1 825 8121 800 787* 775 762i 750
2 650 525 600 575 550 525 500

3 475 437i 400 362i 325 287i 250

4 300 250 200 150 100 50

5 125 52i -621- -125 -187i -250

6 -50 -125 -200 -275 -350 -425 -500

7 -225 "312i -400 -487t ^575 -662i -750

Profit or 8 -400 -500 -600 -700 -800 -900 -1000

loss to 9 -575 -687i -800 -9121- -1025 -11371- -1250

sellers 10 -750 -875 -1000 -1125 -1250 "1375 --1500

(minus sigrI 11 -925 -1052f -1200 -13371- -1475 -1612i -1750

indicates 12 -1100 -1250 -1400 -1550 -1700 -1850 -2000

a loss) 13 -1275 -1437I- -1600 -17621- -1925 -2CS7i -2250

14 -1450 -1625 -1800 -1975 -2150 -2525 -2500

15 -1525 -1812i -2000 -2187i -2375 -25521 -2750

16 -1800 -2000 -2200 -2400 -2600 -2800 -3000

17 -1975 -21871 -2400 -2612i -2825 ~5057|- -3250

18 -2150 -2375 -2600 -2825 -3050 -3275 -3500

19 -2325 -25S2i -2800 -3037i -3275 -3512i -3750

20 -2500 -2750 -3000 -3250 -3500 -3750 -4000

Foi' each

addit,ional

per cerit made
good deduct
from profit
or add to

loss 175 lS7i 200 212i 225 237i 250

1 To obtain a net profit or loss on the bids traded in, all commissions, clearing

charges, and federal government tax paid on futures arising out of bids made good,

must be deducted from the profit and added to the loss,

2 The profits of the member buyer of bids are arrived at by dropping the minus

signs wherever they occur in the table. His losses are determined by placing a

minus sign in front of the figures shown without sign in the table. In brief,

the seller's losses are the buyer's profits and the seller's gains the buyer's

losses.
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Table 1. BIDS SOLD BY MEMBERS on the Chicago Board of Trade, cont'd. *

Wheat, Corn, Oats and Rye

(For buyers of bids the profits and losses are the reverse

—

see footnote^)

(Basi s one mi llion bushels bi ds traded in)

Per cent Spread in cent s between price of the bi d traded in

made and madie good and the p rice ojr the correspondi ng

gocd future th e following: day

.»?„^Z8 „ 2J5/4_!
sliiooo

2 7/8 1
-

$1000

. 3

^1000
_3_1Z8_ „

SIOOO
3_1Z4_ .

fAOOO

3 3/8
None ^1000 SIOOO

1 7371- 725 712-i 700 6871- 675 662^

2 475 450 425 400 375 350 325

3 212|- 175 1371- 100 62i 25 -12i
4 -50 ^100 =150 "200 -250 -300 -350

5 -312i -375 -4371- "500 -562i -625 -687i
6 =-575 -650 "725 .^800 -875 "950 »1025

7 -837i -925 -10121- -1100 -11871- -1275 -1362i
Profit or 8 -1100 -1200 -1300 -1400 -1500 -1600 -1700

loss to 9 ~1362|- -1475 -15871 -1700 -1812i- -1925 -2037i
sellers 10 -1625 -1750 "1875 -2000 -2125 -2250 -2375

(minus sigr> 11 -1887i -2025 -21521 -2300 -2437i -2575 -27121-

indicates 12 =2150 -2300 "2450 -2600 -2750 -2900 -3050

a loss) 13 -2412i -2575 -27371- -2900 -3062i -3225 -3387i
14 "2675 -2850 -3025 -3200 -3375 -3550 -3725
15 -2937t -3125 -3312-1 -3500 -3587i -3875 -4052-^

16 -3200 -3400 -3600 -3800 -4000 -4200 -4400

17 -3462^ -3675 -38871- -4100 -4312|- -4525 -4737i-
18 -3725 -3950 -4175 -4400 -4625 »4850 -5075

19 -39871- -4225 -44621- -4700 -49371 -5175 -5412-1

20 -4250 -4500 -4750 -5000 -5250 -5500 -5750
For each

additional
per cent made
good deduct
from profit
or add to

loss 252i 275 2S7A 300 3121- 325 3371-

1 To obtain a net profit or loss on the bids traded in, all commissions, clearing

charges, and federal government tax paia on futures arising out of bids made

must be deducted from the profit and added to the loss.

2 The profits of the member buyer of bids are arrived at by dropping the minus

signs wherever they occur in the table. His losses are determined by placing a

minus sign in front of the figures shown without sign in the table. In brief,

the seller's losse.s are the buyer's profits and the seller's gains the buyer's

losses.
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Table 1. BIDS SOLD BY MEMBERS on the Chicago Board of Trade, cont'd.

i

Wheat, Corn, Oats and Rye

(For buyers of bids the profits and losses are the reverse-

see footnotes)

(Basis one mi llion bushels bi ds trade d in)

Per cent Spread in cents between price of the hi.d traded in

made and made gocd a nd the price of the corresponding
gocd future th e,^. following day

_3 1/2 „ 3 5/8
$1000

3 3/4
^1000

3J7/8_!_
f1000

'

4

flOOO
4 1/8

None 11000 $1000

1 650 637i 625 6121- 600 587i
2 300 275 250 225 200 175

3 -50 -87f -125 -162i -200 -237i
4 -400 -450 =•500 -550 ™600 "650

5 -750 -812i -875 -937i -1000 -10621-

6 -1100 -1175 -1250 -1325 -1400 -1475

7 -1450 -1537-1- -1625 -1712|- -1800 -lS87i

Profit or 8 -1800 -1900 -2000 -2100 -2200 -2500

loss to 9 -2150 -2262-1- -2375 -2487i -2500 -2712-1

sellers 10 -2500 -2625 -2750 -2875 -3000 -3125

(minus sign 11 -2850 -29871 -3125 -3262^ -3400 -3537-1

irdicates 12 -3200 -3350 -3500 -3650 -3800 -3950

a loss) 13 -3550 -37121- -3875 -4037i -4200 -4362|
14 -3900 -4075 -4250 -4425 -4600 -4775^

15 -4250 -44371- -4625 -4812-1 -5000 -5187i
16 -4600 -4800 -5000 -5200 -5400 -5600

17 -4950 -5162-1- -5375 -55871 -5800 -6012^
18 -5330 -5525 -5750 -5975 -6200 -6425

19 -5650 -58S7I- -5125 -63521 -5600 -6837i
20 -5000 -5250 -5500 -6750 -7000 -7250 ...

Fo r each
add;Ltional

per cent made
good deduct
from profit

or add to

loss 350 3521- 375 387-^- 400 41 2i

s- To obtain a net profit or loss on the bids traded in, all commissions, clearing

charges, and federal government tax paid on futures arising out of bids made good,

must be deducted from the profit and added to the loss.

2 The profits of the member buyer of bids are arrived at by dropping the minus

signs wherever they occur in the table. His losses are determined by placing a

minub sign in front of the figures shown without sign in the taoie. In brief,

the seller's losses are the buyer's profits and the seller's gains the buyer's

losses.
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Table 2. WHEAT: OFFERS SOLD BY MEMBERS on the Chicago Board of Trade*

(For corn, rye and oats see footnotes)

For buyers of offers the profits and losses are the reverse

—

see footnote 2

(Basis one million_bu-Shels_of fers _traded in)

Per cent Spread in cents between price of the offer traded in

made and made good and the price of the corresponding

go cd
,

fu t u re__t he__fc 1 Ipw i_ng__da^v_

None
___Kcne

.1^1150

" 1/8
!

S1150

1/4

§1150
3/8 „
$1150

.1/2 L
S1150

™5Z8_ „
$1150

_3/4„_
^1150

1 1150 1137t 1125 1112i 1100 10871 1075

2 1150 1125 1100 1075 1050 1025 1000

3 1150 11121 1075 10371- 1000 962^ 925
4 1150 1100 1050 1000 950 900 850

5 1150 1057-1 1025 9521- 900 8371- 775
6 1150 1075 1000 925 850 775 700
7 1150 1062i 975 887-1 800 712i 625

Profit or 8 1150 1050 950 850 750 650 550

less to 9 1150 1037i 925 812t 700 587i 475
seller^ 10 1150 1025 900 775 650 525 400

(minus sign 11 1150 10121- 875 7371- 500 452i- 325
indicates 12 1150 1000 850 700 550 400 250

a less) 13 1150 937t 825 6621- 500 337i 175

14 1150 975 800 625 450 275 100

15 1150 9S2i 775 587i 400 212i 25
16 1150 950 750 550 350 150 -50

17 1150 937|- 725 512i 300 87t -125

18 1150 925 700 475 250 25 -200

19 1150 912^ 675 437i 200 -37i »275
'-*-*-

20 1150 900 650 ' 400 150 -100 -350

For e ach
acMitional

per cent made
good deduct
frcm profit
or add to

loss , , , , . m 25 37i 50 62i 75

1 To obtain a. net profit or loss on the oiTers traded in, all commissions, clearing

charges and federal government tax paid must be deducted from the profit and added

to the loss.

2 The profits of the member buyer of offers are arrived at by dropping the minus

signs v/herever they occur in the tabl©. His losses are determined by placing a

minus sign in front of the figures shown without sign in the table. In brief,

the seller's losses are the buyer's profits and the seller's gains the buyer's

losses.

3 To determine the profit or loss for the seller of offers in corn or rye deduct

$50.00 from the profit or add this amount to the loss. For oats use $110.00 in-

stead of $50. 00. For the buyer these amounts should be added to the profit or

deducted from the loss.
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Table 2. WHEAT: OFFERS SOLD BY MEMBERS on the Chicago Board of trade, cont'd .
*

(For corn, rye and oats see footnotes)

For buyers of offers the profits and losses are the reverse

—

see footnote*

Basis one million. bushe,lg_ offers traded in)

Per cent Spread in cenits between price of the o:ffer traded in

made and made good and the price of the correspond!•ng
good future thef following day

,
r^'^/sT 1

$1150
1 1/8 1

SI1150

:aZ4_ .

11150
,1_3Z8_!„
$1150

'

1 1/2
1

S1150

1 5/8
None sS1150 S1150

1 1062-1 1050 1037-1- 1025 1012i 1000 987i
2 975 950 925 900 875 850 825
3 887i 850 812^- 775 737-I- 700 662i

4 800 750 700 650 600 550 500

5 71 2|- 650 5S7i 525 462i 400 3371-

6 625 550 475 400 325 250 175

7 5371 450 3621 275 1871- 100 12i
Profit or 8 450 350 250 150 50 -50 -150

loss to 9 362|- 250 137t 25 -87t -200 -312|-

seller2 10 275 150 25 --100 -225 -350 -475

(minus sign 11 1871- 50 -87i -225 -362i -500 -637-1-

indicates 12 100 -50 -200 -350 -500 -650 -800

a loss) 13 12i -150 -312-^ -475 -6371 -800 -952|r

14 -75 -250 -425 -600 -775 -950 -1125

15 -162i -350 -5371- -725 ~912t -1100 -1287-1

16 -250 -450 -650 -350 -1050 -1250 -1450

17 -337i -550 -752-2 -975 -1187i -1400 -1612^
18 "-425 -650 -875 -1100 -1325 -1550 -1775

19 ~512t -750 -9871 -1225 -1462i -1700 -1937-1-

20 -600 -850 -1100 -1350 -1600 -1850 -2100

For each

addj-tional

per cent made
good deduct
from profit
or add to

loss. .... 87t 100 1121- 125 137^ 150 162-I-

1 To obtain a net profit or loss on the offers traded in, all commissions, clearing

charges and federal government tax paid must be deducted from the profit and added

to th9 loss.

2 The profits of the member buyer of offers are arrived at by dropping the minus

signs wherever they occur in the table. His losses are determined by placing a

minus sign in front of the figures shown without sign in the table. In brief,

the seller's losses are the buyer's profits and the seller's gains the buyer's

losses.

3 To determine the profit or loss for the seller of offers in corn or rye deduct

$50.00 from the profit or add this amount to the loss. For jats use $110.00 in-

stead of $50.00. For the buyer these amounts should be added to tne profit or

deducted from the loss.
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Table 2. WHEAT: OFFERS SOLD BY MEMBERS on the Chicago Board of Trade, cont 'd. i

(For corn, rye and oats see footnotes)

For buyers of offers the profits and losses are the reverse-

see footnotes

(Basi s one million bushels offers traded in)

Per cent Spread in cent s between price <Df the offer trac.ed in

made and made good and the price of the correspondin^S
good future the follcwin? day

1 3/4! 1 7/8 1

$1150
2 1

$1150
2 1/8
$1150

.2_l/4_ _

$1150
2 3/8
$1150

2 1/2
None $1150 $1150

1 975 952i- 950 9371- 925 912^ 900

2 800 775 750 " 725 700 675 650
3 625 587i 550 512|- 475 437i 400
4 450 400 350 300 250 200 150

5 275 212^ 150 87^ 25 "37i ^100

6 100 25 -50 -125 -200 -275 -350

7 -75 -162i -250 "337i -425 -512i -600

8 -250 -350 -450 -550 -650 -750 -850

9 -425 »537|- ^650 -762i -875 ^9871- -1100

10 =600 -725 -850 -975 -1100 -1225 -1350

11 -775 -912i- -1050 -11871- -1325 -14621 -1600

12 -950 »1100 -1250 -1400 -1550 -1700 -1850

13 -1125 -12871- -1450 -16121- -1775 -19371 -2100

14 -1300 -1475 -1650 -1825 -2000 -2175 -2350

15 -1475 -1652i -1850 -2037i -2225 -24121- -2600

16 -1550 -1850 -2050 -2250 -2450 -2650 -2850

17 -1825 -20371 -2250 -24621- -2675 ~2S87i -3100

18 -2000 -2225 -2450 -2675 -2900 -3125 -3350

19 -2175 --2412-I- -2650 -28871 -3125 ~3362i -3500

20 -2350 -2600 -2850 -3100 -3350 -3600 -3850

For each

additional
per cent made
gocd deduct
from profit
or add to

loss. .... 175 1871 200 212t 225 237t 250

1 To obtain a net profit or loss on the offers traded in, all commissions, clearing

charges and federal government tax paid must be deducted from the profit and added

to the loss.

2 Tho profits of the member buyer of offers are arrived at by dropping the minus

Signs wherever they occur in the table. His losses are determined by placing a

minus sign in front of the figures shown without sign in the table. In brief,

the seller's losses are the buyer's profits and the seller's gains the buyer's

losses.

3 To determine the profit or loss for the seller of offers in corn or rye deduct

$50.00 from the profit or add this amount to the loss. For oats use $110.00 in-

stead of ^Sr.OO. For the buyer these amounts should be added to the profit or

deducted from the loss.
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Tcble 2. WHEAT: OFFERS SOLD BY MEMBERS on the Chicago Board of Trade, cont'd.

i

{For corn, rye and oats see footnotes)

For buyers of offers the profits and losses are the reverse

—

see footnotes

(Basis one mi!Llion h\jshels offe rs_t

r

aded in)

Per cent Spread in cents between price o f the offer traded in

made and made good and the price of the corresponding
good future the foil owino; day

3 1/4
?^1150

2 5/8
$1150

2 7/8 1 3

11150 ^1150
. 3 1/8 !;

5fll50

3 3/8
None ^1150 11150

1 887-1 875 862i 850 837i 825 812|

2 625 600 575 550 525 500 475

3 362|- 325 287i 250 212^ 175 137|

4 100 50 0-50 - 100 - 150 - 200

5 ~ 162^ - 225 - 287|- » 350 - 412| - 475 - 5371

6 - 425 - 500 - 575 - 650 - 725 - 800 - 875

7 - 687i - 775 - 8621- - 950 -1037i- -1125 -12121

Profit or 8 - 950 -1050 ^1150 -1250 .^1350 "-1450 »1550

loss to 9 -12121- -1325 -1437t -1550 -16621- -1775 -1S87I
seller^ 10 ™1475 -1600 -1725 -1850 -1975 -2100 -2225

(minus sign 11 -17371 -1875 -20121 -2150 -22871- -2425 »2562|

indicates 12 -2000 -2150 -2300 -2450 -2500 -2750 -2900

a loss) 13 -2262i -2425 -25871- -2750 -2912-1 -3075 -3237-1

14 -2525 -2700 -2875 -3050 -3225 -3400 -•3575

15 -2787i "2975 -31621 -3350 -3537-1- -3725 -3912|-

16 -3050 -3250 -3450 -3550 -3850 -4050 -4250

17 -33121 -3525 -37371 -3950 -4162|- -4375 ~4587|

18 -3575 -3800 -4025 -4250 -4475 -4700 -4925

19 ~3837i- -4075 -4312-1- -4550 -47871- -5025 -5262^
20 -4100 -4350 -4600 -4850 -5100 -5350 -5600"

For each
addi-tional

per cent made
good deduct

,

from profit
or add to

1<DSS. .... 262i 275 287i 300 312-1 325 3371

1 To obtain a net profit or loss nn the offers traded in, all commissions, clearing

charges and federal government tax paid must be dediicted from the profit and added

to the loss.

2 The> profits of the member buyer of offers are arrived at by dropping the minus

signs wherever they occur in the table. His losses are determined by placing a

minus sign in front of the figures shown without sign in the table. In brief,

the seller's losses are the buyer's profits and the seller's gains the buyer'.-s

losses.

3 To determine the profit or loss for the seller of offers in corn or rye deduct

$50.00 from the profit or add this amount to the loss. For oats use $110.00 in-

stead of $50.00. For the buyer these amounts should be added to the profit or

deducted from the loss.



Table 2. WHEAT: OFFERS SOLD BY MEMBERS on the Chicago Board of Trade, cont'd.*

(For corn, rye and oats see footnote 3)

For buyers of offers the profits and losses are the reverse :-

see footnote^

(Basis one million bushels offers traded in)

Per cent Spread in cents betv/een price of the offer traded in

made and made good and the p:rice of the corresponding
good . future the follcwin?; day

3 1/2 _.3..5/8_

$1150
3 3/4
$1150

3 7/8
$1150

4

$1150
4 1/8

None $1150 $1150
1 800 7S7| 775 7621- 750 7371-

2 450 425 400 375 350 325
3 100 62i 25 - 12i - 50 - 87i
4 - 250 - 300 - 350 ~ 400 - 450 - 500

5 - 600 - 662| - 725 - 787^- - 850 - 912i

6 - 950 -1025 ' -1100 -1175 -1250 -1325

7 -1300 -13871- -1475 -15521- -1650 -17371
Profit or 8 -1650 "1750 -1850 -1950 -2050 -2150

loss to 9 -2000 -21121- -2225 -23371- -2450 -2562|-

seller" 10 -2350 -2475 -2600 -2725 -2850 -2975

(minus sign 11 -2700 -28371- -2975 -31121- -3250 -53S7I-

indicates 12 -3050 -3200 -3350 -3500 -3650 -3800

a loss) 13 -3400 -35621 -3725 -3387i -4050 -42121-

14 -3750 -3925 -4100 -4275 -4450 -4625

15 -4100 -42871 -4475 -45621- -4850 -5037^
16 -4450 -4550 -4850 -5050 -5250 -5450

17 -4800 -5012i -5225 -54371- -5650 -5852^
18 -5150 -5375 -5600 -5825 -6050 -6275
19 -5500 -57371- -5975 -6212-1 -6450 -5687-1-

20 -5850 -6100 -6350 -6600 -5850 -7100

Fo r each
add itional

per cent mede
good deduct
from profit
or add to

loss 350 352^ 375 387i 400 4121-

1 To obtain a net profit or loss on the offers traded in, all commissions, clearing

charges and federal government tax paid must be deducted froia the profit and added

to the loss.

2 The profits of the laember buyer of offers are arrived at by dropping the minus

signs wherever they occur in the table. His losses are determined by placing a

minus sign in front of the figures shown without sign in the table. In brief,

the seller's losses are the buyer's profits and the seller's gains the buyer's

losses.

3 To determine the profit or loss for the seller of offers in corn or rye deduct

$50.00 from the profit or add this amount to the loss. For oats use $110.00 in-

stead of $50. 00. For the buyer these amounts should be added to the profit or

deducted from the loss.
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Table 5. BIDS BOUGHT BY NONMEMBERS on the Chicago Board of Trade

i

Wheat, Corn, Oats and Rye

(Basis one million bushelLs_bids_ traded in1

Per cent Spread in cents betweenI price of the bid traded in

made and made good and the price of the correspondirig
good future the follcwin?: day

___Ncne_ _.iZ8__
-$1100
-11121

1/4 _

•"$1100

-1100

.1 3/8
-$1100

10871

__1Z2__ .

-$1100 -

-1075

,-_5/8_
—1100
-10621

__3/4_
None
1

"-^iioo"
-1125

-$1100
-1050

2 -1150 -1125 -1100 -1075 -1050 -1025 -1000

3 -1175 -1137i -1100 -1062i -1025 - 987i -950

4 -1200 -1150 -1100 -1050 -1000 - 950 - 900

5 -1225 -11621- -1100 -10371- - 975 - 9121- - 850

6 -1250 -1175 -1100 -1025 - 950 - 875 - 800

Profit or
loss to

7
8

9

-1275
-1300
-1325

-11871
-1200

-1212i

-1100
-1100
-1100

-10121-

-1000
- 987t

- 925
- 900
- 875

- 837|
- 800
- 762|-

- 750
- 700
- 650

buyer 10 -1350 -1225 -1100 - 975 - 850 - 725 - 600

(minus sign
indicates
a loss)

11

12

13

-1375
-1400
-1425

-12371
-1250
-12621

-1100
-1100
-1100

- 962|-

- 950
- 937-i-

- 825
- 800
- 775

- 6871-

- 650
- 612-^

- 550
- 500
- 450

14 -1450 -1275 "-1100 - 925 - 750 - 575 - 400

15

16

-1475
-1500

-12S7i
-1300

-1100
-1100

- 912-1

- 900

- 725
- 700

- 537i
- 500

- 350
- 300

17 -1525 -13121 -1100 - 887i - 675 - 462)- - 250

18 -1550 -1325 -1100 - 875 - 650 - 425 - 200

19 "1575 -1337^ -1100 - 8621 - 625 - 3S7i- - 150

20 -1600 -1350 -1100 -= 850 - 600 - 350 - 100

Foi? each
addit;Lonal

per cent made
good deduct
from profit
or add to

loss (2) (3)
12-i- 25 371 50

1 To obto.in the net profit or loss on the bids traded in the federal government tax

paid on futures arising oiit of bids made good must be deducted from the profit and

added to the loss. ....

2 For each additional per cent made good add $25.00 to the loss.

3 For each additional per cent made good add $12.50 to the loss.
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Table 3. BIDS BOUGHT BY NONMEMBERS on the Chicago Board of Trade, cont'd. ^

Wheat, Corn, Oats and Rye

£Basis one mi.Llion bushels bi,ds traded inj_

Spread in cents between price if the bid traded in

Pe r cent and made good and the price of the correspending
*

made

Kood .._

future_ the following day

Z/S : 1 : 1 1/8 : 1 1/4 .: 1 3/8 : 1 1/2 : _1..5/8

None -$1100 --$1100 -$^1100 -$1100 -$1100 -41100 -$1100

1 -1037i -1025 -10121- -1000 - 987i - 975 ~ 962^
2 - 975 - 950 ~ 925 - 900 - 875 - 850 " 825

3 - 912^ - 875 - 8371- » 800 - 752i - 725 - 687|-

4 - 850 - 800 - 750 - 700 - 650 - 600 - 550

5 - 787i - 725 - 662i - 600 - 537i - 475 - 412i
6 - 725 - 550 - 575 - 500 - 425 - 350 " 275

7 - 662|- - 575 - 4S7i - 400 - 3121 - 225 - 1371-

Profit or 8 " 600 ~ 500 - 400 - 300 - 200 - 100

loss to 9 - 5371 - 425 - 3121- - 200 • 87i 25 1371-

buyer 10 - 475 " 350 - 225 - 100 25 150 275

(minus sign 11 - 412|- - 275 - 1371 137i 275 412i
indicates 12 - 350 - 200 - 50 100 250 400 550

a loss) 13 - 287i - 125 371 200 3621- 525 6871-

14 - 225 - 50 125 300 475 550 825

15 -- 162|- 25 212i 400 587-1- 775 9621-

16 - 100 100 300 500 700 900 1100

17 - 37i 175 387i 600 812i 1025 12371
18 25 250 475 700 925 1150 1375

19 87i 325 562i 800 1037i 1275 15121

20 . 150 400 550 900 1150 1400 1650

For each
add:Ltional

per cent made
good deduct
from profit
or iadd to

1(DSS 621 75 87|- 100 1121- 125 137i

* To obtain the net profit or loss on the bids traded in the federal government tax

paid on futures arising out of bids made good nust be deducted from the profit and

added tc the loss.
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Table 3. BIDS BOUGHT BY NONMEMBERS on the Chicago Board of Trade, cont'd, i

Wheat, Corn, Oats and Rye ^

(Basis one mi llion bushels bj.ds traded in)

Spread in cents betv/een price of the bid traded in

Per cent

made
good
None

1

and made good and the price of the corresponding
future the following, day

1 3/4
-$1100
- 950

1 7/8
-$1100
- 937i

2 2 1/8
"$1100
- 912i

2 1/4
-11100
- 900

2 3/8
-$1100
- 887-^-

2 1/2
-$1100
- 925

-$1100
- 875

2 - 800 - 775 - 750 - 725 - 700 - 675 - 650
3 - 650 - 6121- - 575 - 537i - 500 ~ 462i - 425
4 - 500 - 450 - 400 - 350 - 300 - 250 - 200

5

6

- 350
- 200

- 2871-

- 125

- 225
~ 50

- 162i
25

~ 100

100

" 37i
175

25

250

7 - 50 37|- 125 212| 300 387i 475
8 100 200 300 400 500 600 700

Profit or
loss to

9

10

250
400

362i
525

475
650

587i
775

700
900

812i
1025

925

1150

buyer
(minus sign
indicates

11

12

13

550
700
850

587i
850

1012i

825
1000

1175

962-1

1150

1337i

1100

1300

1500

1237i
1450

1652i

1375
1600

1825

a loss) 14 1000 1175 1350 1525 1700 1875 2050

15 1150 1337^ 1525 171 2|- 1900 20S7I- 2275

16

17

18

1300
1450

1600

1500
16621-

1825

1700
1875

2050

1900

2087i
2275

2100
2300
2500

2300

2512i
2725

2500
2725
2950

19 1750 19871- 2225 2462-1- 2700 2937-i- 3175
20 1900 2150 2400 2550 2900 3150 3400

For each

addi tional

per c

good
ent made
deduct

from prfit

or add to

loss. .... 150 1521- 175 187i 200 212|- 225

1 To obtain the net profit or loss on the bicis traded in the federal government tax

paid on futures arising out of bids made good must be deducted from the profit and

added to the loss.
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Table 3. BIDS BOUGHT BY NONMEMBERS on the Chicago Board of Trade, cont'd. ^

Wheat, Corn,, Oats and Rye

iBasis one mi!llion brishels bii-ds traded in)

Spread in cents between price 0,]r the bid traded in

Per cent and made good and the prices of the corresponding
made
c-ood

future the following; day
2.5/8 ,

2 3/4
-^1100

2 7/8
-$1100

„ 3__„i
-^1100

3 1/8
~%11Q0

>3„l/4_,

-$1100

3 3/8
None -$1100 - -SHOO

1 - 862i - 850 - S37t - 825 - S12i - 800 - 787i
2 - 625 - 600 - 575 - 550 - 525 ~ 500 - 475
3 - 3871- - 350 - 312i - 275 - 237i - 200 - 162-i

4 - 150 - 100 - 50 50 100 150

5 S7i 150 212i 275 337-1 400 462i

6 325 400 475 550 625 700 775
7 562t 550 737* 825 9121- 1000 1087i

Profit or 8 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400

loss to 9 10371- 1150 12621- 1375 1487i 1600 1712^
buyers 10 1275 1400 1525 1650 1775 1900 2025

(minus sign 11 15121- 1550 1787i 1925 2062-1- 2200 23371
indicates 12 1750 1900 2050 2200 2350 2500 2650

a loss) 13 1987t 2150 2312i 2475 26371- 2800 2962i-
14 2225 2400 2575 2750 2925 3100 3275
15 2462i 2650 28371 3025 32121- 3400 3587i
16 2700 2900 3100 3300 3500 3700 3900

17 2937i- 3150 3362i 3575 3787i 4000 42121
18 3175 3400 3625 3850 4075 4300 4525
19 34121 3550 3887i 4125 4362t 4600 48371
20 3650 3900 4150 4400 4650 4900 5150

For each
additional

per cent made
goc:d deduct
from profit
or add to

1<DSS. .... 2371- 250 2621- 275 2371 300 312i

i To obtain the net profit or loss on the bids traded in the federal government tax

paid on futures arising out of bids made good must be deducted from the profit

and added to the loss.
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Table 3. BIDS BOUGHT BY NONMEKBERS on the Chicago Board of Trade, cont'd, i

Wheat, Corn, Oats and Rye

(Basis one mill ion bus:lels bids traded in)

Per cent Spread in cents 1Det?;een price of the bid traded in

made and made good and the p)rice of '

the Gorrespending
good future the follcwin?, day

'

3 1/2 -3_5/8_
-$1100

3 3/4
-$1100

3 7/8
-$1100

4

-$1100
4 1/8

None -$1100 - "$1100

1 - 775 - 762-^ -= 750 - 7371 - 725 - 7121-

2 ^ 450 » 425 - 400 ^ 375 - 350 - 325

3 - 125 - 871- - 50 ~ 12-1 25 62i

4 200 250 300 350 400 450
5 ^ 525 587i 650 7121 775 8371-

6 850 925 1000 1075 1150 1225

7 1175 1262i- 1350 1437^ 1525 16121
Profit or . 8 1500 1600 1700 1800 1900 2000

loss to 9 1825 19371- 2050 21621- 2275 2387-1

buyer 10 2150 2275 2400 2525 2650 2775
(minus sign 11 2475 2612i 2750 28871 3025 31621
indicates 12 2800 2950 3100 3250 3400 3550

a loss) 13 3125 32871 3450 36121 3775 39371
14 3450 3650 3800 3975 4150 4325
15 3775 3962i 4150 4337i 4525 4712^
16 4100 4300 4500 4700 4900 5100

17 4425 4637i 4850 5062i 5275 5487i
18 4750 4975 5200 5425 5650 5875
19 5075 5312i 5550 57871 6025 62621-

20 5400 5650 5900 6150 6400 6650
For each

additional
per cent made
good deduct
from profit
or add to

loss. . - .

.

325 ... 337| 350 . ..362i. 375 387|-

1 To obtain the net profit or loss on the bids traded in the federal government tax

paid on futures arising out of bids made good must be deducted from the profit and

added to the loss.
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Table 4. BIDS SOLD BY NONMEMBERS on the Chicago Board of Trade

Wheat, Corn, Oats and Rye

(Bapjs one .milli on _bughels..bids_tra.d.ed._iri

Per cent Spread iin cents between price of the "bid" traded in

made and made good and the p:rice of the corresponding
good future_the_ follcwing_day

None

% 900

1/4"^

1 9QD
3/8

$ 900
1/2 .

S 900
5/8

$ 900
3/4

None ^ 900 ^ SOD

1 875 8621- 850 837f 125 812t 800

2 850 825 800 775 750 725 700

3 825 787i 750 7121- 675 537i 600

4 800 750 700 550 600 550 500

5 775 712t 650 5871 525 462t 400

6 750 675 600 525 450 375 300

Profit or 7 725 637t 550 462i 375 2S7t 200

less to 8 700 600 500 400 300 200 100

buye r 9 675 562| 450 337-|- 225 1124

(minus sign 10 550 525 400 275 150 25 - 100

indicates 11 625 4871 350 212t 75 - 62i - 200

a loss) 12 600 450 300 150 - 150 - 300

13 575 4121- 250 87t - 75 ~ 237t - 400

14 550 375 200 25 - 150 ~ 325 - 500

15 525 337i 150 - 37t - 225 - 412t - 600

16 500 300 100 - 100 - 300 - 500 - 700

17 475 2624 50 - 1624 - 375 - 587-*> - 800

18 450 225 - 225 - 450 - 675 - 900

19 425 187t - 50 - 2S7t " 525 " 762t -1000

20 400 150 - 100 - 350 - 600 - 850 -1100

For each
additional

per cent made
good deduct
from profit
or add to

loss 25 37i 50 624- 75 87ir 100
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Table 4. BIDS SOLD BY NONMEMBERS on the Chicago Board of Trade, cont'd.

Wheat, Corn, Oats and Rye

(Basis on million bushels bids traded in
)

Per cent Spread in cents between p rice of the bid traded in

made and made good and the price of the correspondin g
good .futi!re_t h9_foll owing daj/

7/8 1 „l_iZ8j 1 1/4 1 3/8 1 1/2 |_l_5/-_:8

None % 900 $ 900 % 900 $ 900 !^ 900 t 900 $ 900
1 787i 775 762-^ 750 737i 725 712i
2 675 650 625 600 575 550 525

3 562i 525 487i 450 412i 375 337-^

4 450 400 350 300 250 200 150

5 3371- 275 2121 150 87i 25 - 371-

6 225 150 75 - 75 - 150 - 225

Profit or 7 112i 25 - 621- - 150 - 237i - 325 - 412i

loss to 8 - 100 - 200 -- 300 - 400 - 500 - 600

buyer 9 - 112i - 225 - 337t - 450 - 562i - 675 - 787-1

(minrs sign 10 - 225 - 350 - 475 - 600 - 725 - 850 - 975

indicates 11 - 3371- - 475 - S12| - 750 ~ 887t -1025 -1162^-

a loss) 12 - 450 - 600 - 750 - 900 -1050 -1200 -1350

13 - 562i - 725 - 887| -1050 -1212i -1375 -15371

14 - 675 - 850 -1025 -1200 -1375 -1550 -1725

15 - 7871- - 975 -1162f -1350 -15371: -1725 -1912^-

16 ^ 900 -1100 -1300 -1500 -1700 -1900 -2100

17 -1012^- -1225 -14371 -1650 -1852i -2075 -2287|-

18 -1125 -1350 -1575 -1800 -2025 -2250 -2475'

19 -12371 -1475 -17121 -1950 -2187-1 -2425 -2662i
20 -1350 -1500 -1850 -2100 -2350 -26D0 -2850

Fo r each
add.Ltional

per cent made
good deduct
from profit

or add to

loss 1121 125 137-|r 150 1621- 175 187:^
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Table 4. BIDS SOLD BY NONMEMBERS en the Chicago Eoard of Trade, cont'd,

Wheat, Corn, Oats and Rye

(Bisis one mi.LI ion busnels b Ids t radeci in)

Per cent Spread in cents between price of the bid traded ;in

mcde and made good and the price of the corresponding
good future the follcwins; day

1 3/4 _i._2:z8„| 2 2 1/8 2 3/4 2 3/8 2 1/2
None $ 900 $ 900 f 900 ^ 900 $ 900 $ 900 $ 900

1 700 687i 675 662i 650 637i 625
2 500 475 450 425 400 375 350
3 300 262i 225 187i 150 112i 75

4 100 50 - 50 - 100 - 150 - 200

5 - 100 - 1621- - 225 - 287i - 350 - 412^- - 475

6 - 300 - 375 - 450 - 525 - 600 - 675 - 750
7 - 500 - 587i - 675 - 762^ - 850 - 9371 -1025

Profit or 8 - 700 - 800 - 900 -1000 -1100 -1200 -1300

loss to 9 - 900 -10121- -1125 -12371= -1350 -1462i -1575
buyer 10 -1100 -1225 -1350 -1475 -1600 -1725 -1850

(minus sign 11 -1300 -1437f -1575 -1712^ -1850 -1987i -2125

indicates 12 -1500 -1650 -1800 -1950 -2100 -2250 -2400

a loss) 13 -1700 -1862i -2025 -2187i -2350 -2512^ -2675
14 -1900 -2075 -2250 -2425 -2600 -2775 -2950
15 -2100 -22871 -2475 -2662^ -2850 -30371- -3225
16 -2300 -2500 -2700 -2900 -3100 -3300 -3500
17 -2500 -27121- -2925 -31371 -3350 -35621- -3775

18 -2700 -2925 -3150 -3375 -3600 -3825 -4050
19 -2900 -3137^ -3375 -3612t -3850 -40871 -4325

20 -3100 -3350 -3600 -3850 -4100 -4350 -4600
Fo r each

add.itional

per c(?nt made
good deduct
from profit

or add to

1(DSS 2Q0 212i 225 237i 250 262i 275
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Table 4. BIDS SOLD BY NONMEMBERS on the Chicago Board of Trade, cont'd.

Wheat, Corn, Oats, and Rye

IBc

Profit or

loss to

buyer
(minus sign
indicates
a loss)

Per cent

made
good

None
1

2

3

4
5

6

7
8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

For each
additional

per cent made
good deduct
from profit
or add to

loss

sis one million bushels _ bids traded in)

Spread in cents between price of the bid traded
and made good and the price of the corresponding

future the_ following day
2 5/8

I

2 3/4

% 900 % 900

612^
325
371-

~ 250
- 537t
- 825
-1112^
-1400

-1687-1

-1975

-2262i
-2550

-28371-

-3125

-3700

-3987i
-4275
-4562i

-4850

600

300

- 300
- 600
- 900
-1200
-1500

-1800

-2100
-2400
-2700
-3000
-3300
-3600
-3900
-4200
-4500
-4800

-5100

„.§_7Z8_| 3

$ 800 % 900

587i 575
275 250

~ 37i - 75
- 350 - 400
- 662-1 - 725
- 975 -1050

-1287f -1375

-1500 -1700

-1912i -2025

-2350
-2675
-3000
-3325
-3650

-3975
-4500
-4625
-4950
-5275
-5600

-2225

-2850^

-3162^
-3475

-3787-1

-4100
-441 2|-

-4725

-5037i
-5350

J_1Z8_
I

$ 900

562i
225

- 112|-

- 450
- 7871
-1125

-14621
-1800

-2137^
-2475

~2812i
-3150

-34871
-3825

-4162t
-3500
-48371
-5175

-5850

$ 900

550

200
- 150
- 500
- 850
-1200

-1550

-1900

-2250

-2600
-2950
-3300
-3650
-4000

-4350
-4700
-5050
-5400
-5750
-5100

XTl

.3_3/8_

S 900

537t
175

- 187-^-

- 550
- 912|
-1275

-1637i
-2000

-23621
-2725

-3087i
-3450

-3812i
-4175

-4900
-5262J-

-5625

-5987i

2871- 300 312^ 325 3371- 350 362i
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Table 4. BIDS SOLD BY NONMEMBERS on the Chicago Board of Trade, cont'd,

Wheat, Corn, Oats and Ry©

fRas

Per cent

is one tip

Spread
illion bushels bids traded in)

in cents between price of the bid traded in

made and mad e gocd and the price of the corresponding
good future the_follp

3 7/8

wing day

3_iZ?_ _

$ 900"
3 5/8 3 3/4

$ 900 Z 900

4 4 1/8
None 1 900 $ 900 $ 900

1 525 512i 500 487i 475 4621
2 150 125 10^ 75 50 25

3 - 225 - 262-1- - 300 - 3371 - 375 -412 1 '

4 - 500 - 650 - 700 - 750 - 800 - 850

5 - 975 -1037i -1100 ™1162i -1225 "12871-

6 -1350 -1425 -1500 -1575 -1650 -1725

7 -1725 -1812t -1900 -1987-1 -2075 -2162^
Profit or 8 -2100 -2200 -2300 -2400

'

-2500 -2600
loss to 9 -2475 »2587t -2700 -28121- -2925 -3037i
buye r 10 -2850 -2975 -3100 -3225 -3350 -3475

(minus sign 11 -3225 -33621 -3500 -36371- -3775 -39121
indicates 12 -3500 -3750 -3900 -4050 -4200 -4350

a loss) 13 -3975 ~4137i -4300 -4462^- -4625 -47871
14 -4350 -4525 -4700 -4875 -5050 -5225

15 -4725 -4912i -5100 -5287i -5475 -5652-1-

16 -5100 -5300 -5500 -5700 -5900 -6100

17 -5475 -56871- -5900 -61121- -6325 -5537i
18 -5850 -6075 -6300 -6525 -6750 -6975
19 -5225 -64621- -6700 -6937i -7175 -7412t
20 -6600 -6850 -7100 -7350 -7600 -7850

Fo r each
add itional

per cent mc.de

good deduct
from profit
or add to

loss 375 387i 400 412i 425 437i
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Table 5. WHEAT: OFFERS BOUGHT BY NONMEMBERS on the Chicago Board of Trads

For corn, rye and oats see footnote*

(Basis one million biishels offers tra(39d_ini

Per cent Spread in cents between price of the offer ti-aded in

mede and made good and the pirice of the corre^spending
good future the following day

^ Konf„ 1/8 _V4 »_.3Z8_ .™1Z2_ __5Z8„„ .._5/4_„
None *

-|.1250 -$1250 -$1250 -$1250 •"^1250 -SI 250 --SI250

1 -1275 1262|- ™1250 -12371 -1225 -I212i -1200
2 -1300 -1275' -1250 -1225 -1200 -1175 -1150
3 -1325 ~1287i -1250 -12121- -1175 -11371- -1100

4 -1350 "1300 -1250 -1200 -1150 -1100 -1050

5 -1375 --13121 -1250 »li87|- -1125 -1062i- -1000

e -1400 -1325 -1250 -1175 -1100 -1025 - 950
7 -1425 -^13371- -1250 -1162t -1075 - 9S7t - 900

Profit or 8 -1450 -1350 -1250 -1150 -1050 - 950 - 850
loss to 9 -1475 -1362t -1250 -1137|- -1025 - 912i - 800
buyer 10 -1500 -1375 -1250 -1125 -1000 - 875 - 750

(minus sign 11 -1525 ~1387i -1250 -1112i - 975 - 837i - 700

indicates 12 -1550 -1400 -1250 -1100 " 950 - 80G - 650

a loss) 13 -1575 ~1412i- -1250 ~1087i- - 925 - 752i - 600

14 -1600 ™1425 -1250 -1075 - 900 - 725 - 550
15 -1625 -1437i -1250 -1062i - 875 - 6S7i - 500

16 -1650 -1450 -1250 -1050 - 850 - 650 ™ 450

17 -1675 -1462i -1250 -1037^ - 825 ~ 612i - 400

18 -1700 -1475 -1250 -1025 -^ 800 - 575 - 350

19 -1725 -1487i -1250 ~1012t - 775 - 5371- - 300

20 -1750 -1500 -"1250 -1000 - 750 - 500 - 250

For each
additional

per cent made
good add to

the profit ,

or deduct
from the

loss (2) (3) 121 25 371- 50

1 To determine the profit or loss for the buyer of offers in corn or rye add $50.00

to the profit or deduct this amount from the loss. For oats use $110.00 instead of

$50.00.

2 For each additional per cenv made good add |25.00 to the loss.

3 For each additional per cent made good add S12.50 to the loss.
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Table 5. WHEAT: OFFERS BOUGHT BY NONMEMEERS on the Chicago Board of Trade, cont'd.

For corn, rye and oats see footnote

i

(Basis one mi llion bushels offers traded in)

Per cent Spread in cents between price of the offer traded in

made and made good and the price of the corresponding
good future the follo'*^iD£"_day.

i 3/8 1 1/27/8 1 _i._iZS_ 1 1/4 .1-5 /8„
None -$1250 -$1250 -$1250 -$1250 -$1250 -$1250 --$1250

1 "1187i -1175 "11621 -1150 -11371- -1125 -1112.1-

2 -1125 -1100 =-1075 -1050 -1025 -lOOO = 975
3 -10621 -1025 « 987i - 950 -912i - 875 - 837i
4 -1000 - 950 - 900 - 850 - 800 " 750 - 700

'

5 - 937i - 875 - 812i - 750 - 6871- - 625 - 562|-

6 - 875 - 800 - 725 - 650 - 575 - 500 ~ 425

7 - 812i - 725 - 6371- - 550 - 462i - 375 - ^87i

Profit or 8 - 750 - 650 » 550 - 450 - 350 ~ 250 - 150

loss to 9 -> 687i - 575 - 462i - 350 - 237i - 125 - 12i
buyer 10 - 625 - 500 - 375 - 250 - 125 125

(minus sign 11 ~ 5621- - 425 - 287i - 150 - 12t 125 262t
indicates 12 - 500 - 350 - 200 - 50 100 250 400

a loss) 13 -• 437i - 275 - 1121- 50 212i 375 537i
14 - 375 - 200 - 25 150 325 500 675
15 - 3121 - 125 62i 250 4371- 625 812|
16 - 250 - 50 150 350 550 750 950
17 - 187t 25 237i 450 662i 875 10871-

18 - 125 100 325 550 775 1000 1225
19 - 62t 175 4121- 650 887i 1125 13621
20 250 500 750 1000 1250 1500

For each
additional
per cent made
good add to

the profit
or deduct
from the

loss. .... 62i 75 87i 100 112i 125 137i

i To determine the profit or loss for the buyer of offers in corn or rye add $50.00

to the profit or deduct this amount from the loss. For oats use 1110.00 instead

of $50,00.
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Table 5. WHEAT: OFFERS BOUGHT BY NONMEMEERS on the Chicago Board of Trade, cont'd

For corn, rye and oats see footnote

^

(Basis on e milli on bushels offers_t raded in)

Per cent Spread in cents between price of the offer trade(fl in

made and made good and the p rice of the corresponding
gocd futuro the followine day

1 3/4 1 7/8 2 2 1/8 2 1/4 2 3/8 _?_1Z?_
None -$1250 •-11250 -$1250 -$1250 -"$1250 --$1250 -$1250

1 -1100 -10871- -1075 -10621 -1050 -.1037t -1025
2 - 950 « 925 ~ 900 - 875 - 850 - 825 - 800
3 - 800 ^ 762| ~ 725 » 6S7i - 650 - 5121- - 575
4 - 650 - 600 - 550 - 500 - 450 - 400 - 350

5 - 500 - 4371- ~ 375 - 312-i- - 250 - 187t - 125

6 - 350 - 275 - 200 - 125 - 50 25 100

7 - 200 - 112^ " 25 62t 150 237t 325
Profit or 8 ~ 50 50 150 250 350 450 550

loss to 9 100 2121- 325 4371- 550 5621 775
buyer 10 250 375 500 625 750 875 1000

(minus sign 11 400 5371 675 812|- 950 10S7i- 1225
indicates 12 550 700 850 looo' 1150 1300 145C
a loss) 13 700 862| 1025 11871 1350 1512t 1675

14 850 1025 1200 1375 1550 1725 1900
15 1000 11871- 1375 1552i 1750 19371- 2125
16 1150 1350 1550 1750 1950 2150 2350
17 1300 15121 1725 1937i 2150 2352^ 2575
18 1450 1675 1900 2125 2350 2575 2800
19 1500 1837i 2075 2312i 2550 2787i 3025
20 1750 2000 2250 2500 2750 3000 3250

Fo r each

additional
-

..

per cent made
good add to

the profit
or deduct
from the

loss ..... 150 162i 175 187i 200 2121 225

i To deteimine the proi'lt or loss for the buyer of offers in corn or rye add $50.00

to the profit or deduct this amount from the loss. For oats use ^110.00 instead

of $50.00
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Table 5. WHEAT: OFFERS BOUGHT BY NONMEMBERS on the Chicago Board of Trade, cont'd.

For corn, rye and oats see footnote*

(Basis ore million bushels. .offers .traded_ln).

Per cent
made

Spread in cents between price o

and made good and the price of

f the offer trade(

the corresponding
i in

good future the foilpwinQ; d_a,Y.

2 5/8_ J„3Z4
-$1250

-1000
-$1250
~ 987i-

3

-$1250
- 975

3 i/8

-$1250
- 962t

3 1/4

-$1250
- 950

_2_5ZB„
None

1

-$1250 -

-10121
-$1250
- 9371

2

3

- 775
- 537t

- 750
- 500

- 725
- 462|-

- 700
- 425

- 675
- 3S7t

- 550
- 350

- 625
- 3121

4 - 300 - 250 ~ 200 - 150 - 100 - 50

5 - 62i 62i 125 187i 250 3121
6 175 250 325 400 475 550 625
7 412-1 500 5S7t 675 762i 650 9371

Profit or a 650 750 850 950 1050 1150 1250

loss to 9 8871- 1000 11121- 1225 1337i 1450 15621
buyer

(minus sign
10

11

1125
1362i

1250
1500

1375
16371-

1500

1775

1625

19121
1750
2050

1875

21871
indicates

a loss)

1 12

13

14

1600

1837i
2075

1750
2000
2250

1900

21621
2425

2050
2325
2600

2200

24871
2775

2350
2650
2950

2500

28121
3125

'

15 23121- 2500 26871 2875 30621 3250 34371
16 2550 2750 2950 3150 3350 3550 3750
17 2787i 3000 3212i 3425 36371 3850 40621
18 3025 3250 3475 3700 3925 4150 4375
19

20
3262i
3500

3500
3750

37371-

4000
3975
4250

42121
4500

4450
4750

45871
5000

Fc)r each
additional

per cent made
good add to

th€

or

! profit

deduct
from the

loss 237i 250 262| 275 2871 300 3121

^ To determine the profit or loss for the buyer of offers in corn or rye add $50.00

to the profit or deduct this amount from the loss. For oats use $110.00 instead

of $50.00.
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Table 5. WHEAT: OFFExHS BOUGHT BY NONMEMBERS on the Chicago Board of Trade, cont'd

For corn, rye and oats see footnote

i

(Basis one mi llion bushels offers traded in)

Per cent Spread in cents between price of the offer traded in

made and made good and the price of the corresponding
good future the following day

None
1

-S1250 .

- 925

3 5/8
i

-$1250
- 912i

L3_3Z4„
-$1250
~ 900

3 7/8
-11250
~ 887i

4

"$1250
- 875

4 1/8
-1250
- 862i

2

3

4

- 600
~ 275

50

- 575
- 237i

100

~ 550
" 200

150

- 525
- 1621-

200

~ 500
- 125

250

- 475
- 871- '

300

5 375 4371- 500 562^ 625 687i
6

7
700
1025

775
11121-

850

1200

925

12871

1000

1375
1075

14621
Profit or 8 1350 1450 1550 1650 1750 1850

loss to 9 1675 17871 1900 2012-i- 2125 2237f
buyer 10 2000 2125 2250 2375 2500 2625

(minus sign 11 2325 2452-1 2600 27371- 2575 3012i
indicates 12 2550 2800 2950 3100 3250 3400
a loss) 13 2975 3137i 3300 34621 3625 37S7f

14 3300 3475 3650 3825 4000 4175

15 3625 3812t 4000 4187-1 4375 45621
16 3950 4150 4350 4550 4750 4950
1'?' 4275 4487i 4700 4912^ 5125 53371-

18 4600 4825 5050 5275 5500 5725
19 4325 5162i 5400 56371- 5875 61121-

- 20 5250 5500 5750 5000 6250 6500
For each

additional
per cent made
good add to

the profit
or deduct
from the

loss. .... 325 3371 350 352i 375 387i

1 To determine the profit or loss for the buyer of offers in corn or rye add $50.00

to the profit or deduct this amount from the loss. For oats use $110.00 instead

of $50.00.
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Table 6. WHEAT: OFFERS SOLD BY NONMEMBERS on the Chicago Board of Traded

For corn, ry© and oats se© footnote

«

(Basis one million bushels o ffers traded in)

Per cent Spread in cents between price of the offer tradecI in

made and made good and the price of the corresponding
good future the follcwinf?: da^r

None__ 1Z8_ 1/4 3/8 1/2 5_i8 _. 3/4_

None $1050 $1050 $1050 $1050 $1050 $1050 $1050
1 1025 10121- 1000 9871- 975 962i 950
2 1000 975 950' 925 900 875 850

3 975 9371- 900 862^ 825 787i 750
4 950 900 850 800 750 700 650

5 925 8621- 800 737i 575 612i 550

6 900 825 750 675 600 525 450
7 875 787^ 700 612i 525 4371- 350

Profit or 8 850 750 650 550 450 350 250

loss to 9 825 7121 600 487|- 375 2621- 150

seller! 10 800 675 550 425 300 175 50

(minus sign 11 775 637^ 500 362^ 225 871- - 50

indicates 12 750 600 450 300 150 - 150

a loss) 13 725 562^ 400 2S7t 75 ~ 871 - 250

14 700 525 350 175 - 175 ~ 350

15 675 4871- 300 112i - 75 - 252t ~ 450
16 650 450 250 50 - 150 - 350 - 550

17 625 412i 200 - 12t - 225 - 437i - 650

18 600 375 150 - 75 - 300 - 525 - 750

19 575 337i 100 - 137i - 575 - 612i - 850

20 550 300 50 - 200 - 450 - 700 - S50

For each
additional

per cent made
good deduct
from profit

or add to

loss 25 371 50 62i 75 87i 100

1 To obtain tha net profit or loss on the bids traded in the federal government tax

paid on the offers sold must be deducted from the profit and added to the loss.

2 To obtain the profit or loss for the seller of offers in corn or rye deduct $50.00

from the profit or add this amount to the loss. For oats use $110.00 instead of

$50.00.
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Table 6. WHEAT: OFFERS SOLD BY NONMEMBERS on the Chicago Board of Trade, cont'd, i

For corn, rye and oats see footnote

2

(Bas is_one_mi11 ion bushels offers traded in)

Per cent Spread in cents between price f the offer traded in

made and made good and the price of the corresponding
good future the foil,owin9-_daY.

. Ilizill" I 1 1/8 _i_iZ4„ 1 3/8 1 1/2. 1 5/8
None S1050 3pl050 $1050 $1050 11050 S1050 S1050

1 937i 925 912i- 900 8871- 875 862^
2 825 800 775 750 725 700 675

3 712i 675 537t 600 562i 525 487-1

4 600 550 500 450 400 350 300

5 487i 425 3S2t 300 237t 175 1121-

6 375 300 225 150 75 - 75

7 2621 175 871- - 87i - 175 - 262i
Profit or 8 150 50 - 50 - 150 - 250 - 350 - 450

loss to 9 37i " 75 - 1871- - 300 - 412t - 525 - 637i-

seller^ 10 - 75 - 200 - 325 - 450 - 575 - 700 - 825

(minus sign 11 - 1871- ^ 325 - 462t ~ 500 - 737f - 875 -1012i

indicates 12 - 300 - 450 - 600 - 750 - 900 -1050 -1200

a loss) 13 - 412t - 575 - 737t ~ 900 -1062* -1225 -1387^
14 - 525 - 700 -875 ™1050 -1225 -1400 -1575

15 - 6371- ~ 825 -1012i -1200 ~1387t -1575 -1762i
16 - 750, ~ 950 -1150 -1350 -1550 -1750 -1950

17 ~ S62f -1075 ~12S7-t -1500 -1712i -1925 ~2137i
18 - 975 --1200 ^1425 -1650 -1875 =-2100 "2325

19 "1087i- "1325 -15621- -ISOO -=20371- -2275 -25121
20 -1200 -1450 -1700 -1950 -2200 -2450 -2700

Fo]: each
add;Ltional

per cent made
good deduct
from profit
or ?2dd to

1(DSS 112i 125 137i 150 162i 175 1871

1 To obtain the net profit or loss on the bids traded in the federal government tax

paid on the offers sold must be deducted from the profit and added to the loss.

2 To obtain the profit or loss for the seller of offers in corn or rye deduct ^50.00

from the profit or add this amount to the loss. For oats use ^110.00 instead of

$50.00.

^m ^
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Table 6. WHEAT: OFFERS SOLD BY NONMEMBERS on the Chicago Board of Trade, cont'd, i

For corn, rye and oats see footnote*

(Bas is one mi!LI ion btishels ffers traded in)

Per cent Spread in cents between price of the offer traded in

made and made good ar.d the price of the corresponding
good __.__„_ _firture_the follcwin? day

^1050

2

$1050
i

2 1/8

$1050
2 l/4_

.

S1C50
-2_3Z8_
11050

_2_1Z2_
None ^1050 ^1050

1 850 837i 825 812t 800 7S7i 775
2 650 625 600' 575 550 525 500
3 450 412i- 375 3371- 300 262-1 225
4 250 200 150 100 50 - 50

5 50 - 12i - 75 - 1371- - 200 - 2621- - 325
6 ™ 150 •» 225 - 300 - 375 - 450 - 525 - 600
7 -- 350 - 437i - 525 - 6121- - 700 - 7871- - 875

Profit or 8 " 550 - 550 - 750 - 850 - 950 -1050 -1150
loss to 9 - 750 - 862i - 975 -10874- -1200 -13121- -1425
seller! 10 - 950 -1075 -1200 -1325 -1450 -1575 -1700

(minus sign 11 -1150 -12S7|- -1425 -15621 -1700 -18371- -1975

indicates 12 -1350 -1500 -1650 -1800 -1950 -2100 -2250

a loss)
^ 13 -1550 -17121 ^1875 -2037i -2200 -2362i -2525

14 -1750 -1925 -2100 -2275 -2450 -2625 -2800
15 -1950 -21371- -2325 -25121 -2700 -28871 -3075
16 -2150 -2350 -2550 -2750 -2950 -3150 -5350
17 -2350 -2562i -2775 -29S7i -3200 -34121- -3625

18 -2550 -2775 -3000 -3225 -3450 -3675 -3900
19 -2750 -29871- -3225 -3462i -3700 -39371 -4175

20 -2950 -3200 -3450 -3700 -3950 -4200 -4450
For each
additional

per cent made
good deduct
from profit
or add to

loss 200 2121 225 237i 250 262| 275

i To obtain the net profit or loss on the bids traded in the federal government tax

paid on the offers sold must be deducted from the profit and added to the loss.

2 To obtain the profit or loss for the seller of offers in corn or rye deduct $50.00

from the profit or add this amount to the loss. For oats use $110.00 instead of

$50.00.
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Table 6. WHEAT: OFFERS SOLD BY NONMSMBERS on the Chicago Board of Trade, cont'd, i

For corn, rye and oats see footnote =^

(Basis one mi llion bushels offers traded in)

Per cent Spread in cents between price f the offer tradedi in

made and made good and the pi'ice of the corresponding
good future \.he_j:oll owing day

,
„2_5/8_

.

2 3/4 '^JllQ.. 3 __ 3 1/8 3 1/4 _J_3/8_
None $1050 $1050 $1050 ^1050 3^1050 S1050 f.1050

1 7621- 750 737t 725 712i 700 6871
2 475 450 425 400 375 350 325
3 187jr 150 112t 75 37i ~ 371
4 - 100 - 150 - 200 - 250 - 300 - 350 - 400
5 - 3871 - 450 - 512t - 575 - 537i - 700 - 7621
6 - 675 - 750 ~ 825 - 900 - 975 -1050 -1125

7 ~ S62t -1050 -11371 -1225 -13121 -1400 -14871
Profit or 8 -1250 -1350 -1450 -1550 -1550 -1750 -1850

loss to 9 -1537t -1650 -17621 -1875 -19S7t -2100 -22121
selleri 10 -1825 -1950 -2075 -2200 -2325 -2450 -2575

(minus sign 11 -21121 -2250 -23S7i -2525 -26621- -2800 -29371
indicates 12 -2400 -2550 -2700 -2850 -3000 -3150 -3300
a loss) 13 -26S7ir ^2850 -3012i -3175 -33371 -3500 -3S621

14 -2S75 -3150 -3325 -3500 -3675 -3850 -4025

15 -32621 -3450 -36371 -3825 -40121 -4200 -43871
16 -3550 -3750 -3950 -4150 -4350 -4550 -4750

17 -38371 -4050 -4262t -4475 -46871 -4900 -51121
18 -4125 -4350 -4575 -4800 -5025 -5250 -5475

19 -4412t -4650 -48871- -5125 -55521 -5600 -58371
20 -4700 -4950 -5200 -5450 "5700 -5950 -5200

Fo:r each
add;Ltional

per cent made
good deduct
from profit
or add to

loss 2871 300 312i 325 3371 350 3621

1 To obtain the net profit or loss on the bids traded in the federal governisent tax

paid on the offers sold must be deducted from the profit and added to the loss.

2 To obtain the profit or loss for the seller of offers in corn or rye deduct ?p50.00

from the profit or add this amount to the loss. For oats use $110.00 instead of

$50.00.
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Table 6. WHEAT: OFf'ERS SOLD BY NONMEMBERS on tha Chicago Board of Trade, cont'd.*

For corn, rye and oats see footnote ^

,

.. _ (Basis one mi I lion bushels offers trs ded in)

Per cent Spread in cents between price of the offe r traded in

made and irade gocd and the price of the correspending
good future the following day

___3_1Z2_ .
3 5/8
$1050

_3„3Z4_
$1050

3 7/8
$1050

4

S1050

4 1/8
None 11050 $1050

1 675 662i 650
^

6371- 525 612i
2 300 275 250 225 200 175

3 - 75 - 112i - 150 - 1871- - 225 - 252-1

4 - 450 - 500 - 550 - 600 - 650 - 700
5 - 825 - 8S7I- - 950 -1012i -1075 -11371-

6 -1200 -1275 -1350 -1425 -1500 -1575

7 -1575 -1652i -1750 -1837-1 -1925 -2012i
Profit or 8 -1950 -2050 -2150 -2250 -2350 -2450

less to 9 -2325 -2437i -2550 -2662t -2775 -28671-

selleri 10 • -2700 -2825 -2950 -3075 -3200 -3325

minus sign 11 -3075 -52121 -3350 -34S7i -3525 -37621
indicates 12 -3450 -3600 -3750 -3900 -4050 -4200

a less) 13 -3825 -39£7i -4150 -4312t -4475 -4637-1-

14 -4200 -4375 -4550 -4725 -4900 -5075
15 -4575 -4762i -4950 -5137^ -5325 -5512-^

16 -4950 -5150 -5350 -5550 -5750 -5950

17 -5325 -5537i -5750 -59621 -6175 -6387i
18 -5700 -5925 -6150 -6375 -6600 -6825

19 -6075 -5312^ -6550 -6787i -7025 -72621-

20 -6450 -6700 -6950 -7200 -7450 -7700

For each
additional

per cent made
good deduct
from profit
or add to

loss. .... 375 387i 400 4121- 425 437t

i To obtain the not profit or loss on the bids traded in the federal government tax

paid on the offers sold must be deducted from the profit and added to the loss.

2 To obtain the profit or loss for the seller of offers in corn or rye deduct S50.00

from the profit or add this amount to the loss. For oats use $110.00 instead of

$50.00.


